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Introduction for Parents

Learning is a treasure that follows its owner everywhere.- Chinese Proverb

In this guide you will find teaching resources to help you guide your child in their study of the natural

world.  We hope that the material in the packet will enable you to create a learning environment for

your child that is:

1. WONDROUS: Follow the wonder.

These lessons are intended to help you inspire your child to propose their own questions.  At

the beginning of the lesson, ask your child to do finish the sentence:

I WONDER…..

2. CURIOUS: Less explaining - more questioning.

Each lesson is guided by an essential question.  The hope is that this question will be formed

in your child’s mind prior to the study.

3. HUMBLE: We are not a sage on the stage - but we are fellow explorers, learning alongside

our students and children.

4. ANIMATED: We cultivate playfulness and humor, we are animated, a little wacky and

genuinely exuberant.

5. APPLIED: We help our students and children keep their “eye on the why” and apply what

they learn into daily lives.
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Learning in Action

Essential Question:

What are the different kinds of rocks?

● Igneous

● Metamorphic

● Sedimentary

What is a Sedimentary Rock?

● We like to think of Sedimentary rocks as LAYER ROCKS.

○ Sedimentary comes from the latin root word: “Sedimentum” which means settling.

● Sedimentary rocks are formed when sand, mud, and pebbles (and even ancient plant and

animal remains!) get laid down in layers.

● Over time, these layers are squashed under more and more layers

● Eventually, these layers are lithified- turned into rock

● Sedimentary rocks can be formed in deserts, lakes, rivers,and seas

● Sedimentary rocks contain plant and animal fossils that are millions of years old!

● Two good examples of sedimentary rocks are:

■ Sandstone which is from lithification and accumulation of sand

■ Coal which is formed by layers of plant matter over a long period of time

●

Parent Set Up

❏ Print Nature Nugget hunt on page 9 of this packet.

❏ Print sedimentary rock diagram coloring page on page 11 of this packet.

❏ Gather Craft supplies on page 5 of this packet.
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EXPLORE

In this section you will find resources to inspire to look for clues and secrets in the natural world to

help them learn more about Sedimentary rocks

Be sure to print the Nature Nugget Hunt worksheet at the end of the guide before you go explore.

This is a printable worksheet that your child can use to draw pictures or paste photos of his/her

discoveries in nature.

Nature in Your Neighborhood

Take a walk around your neighbourhood. Take pictures of 4 rocks that you see! When you get home,

look at the rocks that you took pictures of. Are they smooth or rough? Does it look like there are

ribbons of colors running through, or is it just one color? Does it have holes, does it shine, is it

metallic? Record your observations on your nature nugget hunt, and pick your favorite rock picture to

share with your friends and family.

INVESTIGATE

■ Step by step field trip directions for parents

■ List of recommended tools for field study:
1. Petri dish
2. Camera
3. Magnifying glass
4. Gloves
5. Wear comfortable clothing that allows you to easily move, hike, bend,

and climb.
6. Dress for the weather
7. Depending on the length of your field study, you may want to bring a

lunch and pack plenty of water!
8. Bring insect repellent

https://docs.google.com/document/u/0/d/1iQWdUtOzjpIpf699h1mmHeyjqMaLMi8oDPZ3dFCiNg8/edit
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CREATE

Edible Sedimentary Rock Craft

What you will need:

● 3 cups rice cereal

● 3 cups Mini marshmallows

● 4 tablespoons butter

● Pinch of salt

● Splash of vanilla extract

● Milk Chocolate M&Ms or Chocolate Chips

● Cooking spray or oil to heat the pan

● Microwave

● Adult Supervision with this activity

Directions:

1. Melt the butter in a sauce pan on low heat.

2. Remove pan from heat.

3. Add mini marshmallows one cup at a time stirring to melt.

4. You can add the pan back to the heat as needed to melt the marshmallows.

5. Melting the marshmallows slowly will result in a softer treat.

6. Once the marshmallows have melted into the butter, add the salt and vanilla.

7. Stir in the rice cereal.

8. Coat the bottom and sides of an 8" x 8" pan with a thin layer of oil. I use a paper towel

to wipe out the excess.

9. Add half of the rice cereal and marshmallow mixture to the pan.

10. Use a rubber spatula to press it down into a flat layer.
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What this Craft Represents:

Talk about the layers you see. How many are there? Which layer is the oldest? Which layer is the

newest?

PLAY

DIY Tic Tac Toe with Rocks

Materials Needed:
1. 10 flat rocks of a similar size
2. 1 small burlap or cloth bag
3. 1 brown marker
4. Paint with color of your choice
5. Paint brush
6. Ruler

How to make the game:
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1. Start by using a ruler and brown marker to draw the two horizontal lines and the two vertical
lines on the burlap bag

2. Next, use any color of paint to paint five rocks with X’s and five rocks with O’s
3. Optional: If you are feeling extra creative, you can paint different shapes instead of X’s or O’s

such as 5 ladybugs or 5 bumblebees (image below):
4. Start playing and have fun!

LISTEN

Rock Cycle Story: geology teaching resources for parents:

"The Rock Cycle" - Free stories online. Create books for kids

Types of Rocks

Types Of Rocks | The Dr. Binocs Show | Learn Videos For Kids

Rock cycle (video) | Earth and space

https://www.storyjumper.com/book/read/12947832/The-Rock-Cycle
https://kidsloverocks.com/types-of-rock
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=CeuYx-AbZdo
https://www.khanacademy.org/partner-content/mit-k12/mit-k12-science/mit-k12-ea/v/rock-cycle
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REST

Let’s take time to quiet our minds and take a rest in nature.

● Nature Nap: Bring a blanket, a book and a bottle of water, find a shady spot and take a 15

minute nature nap.  Pro-tip - you don’t have to actually sleep, you can just close your eyes and

feel the sun warming your toes.

● Sunbeam Nap: Is it cold outside?   Pay attention to the windows in your house and find out if

you have a window with good sunbeams- what time are the best sunbeams coming through

your window?  Pay attention - and take a winter nap in the best sunbeams you can find!

● Cloud watching - how many different images can you find in the clouds?

● Stop and listen to the birds around your home.  Do you hear these birds?

a. Song Sparrow

b. Mourning Dove

c. American Robin

SING
Learn about natural science through music:

■ Songs from the Land

■ 3 Types of Rock- a Science Song

SERVE
Family Game Time

Kids love to play games. Use this natural desire for fun to reach out to a sibling, a grandparent, or

someone else who could use some extra love. Use your rock tic tac toe craft to spend some quality

time with a loved one.

https://www.allaboutbirds.org/guide/Song_Sparrow/overview
https://www.allaboutbirds.org/guide/mourning_dove
https://www.allaboutbirds.org/guide/American_robin
https://soundcloud.com/suzannah-little-mountain
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=jPgE74Vltdc
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Nature Nugget Hunt
SEDIMENTARY  ROCKS: rocks formed by LAYERS!

● Sedimentary rocks are formed when layers of rocks, plants, and animal remains are squished

on top of each other throughout thousands or millions of years

nature nugget: a special discovery of something small and wondrous in nature

Draw a picture of the nature nuggets you find this week!

CAN YOU FIND…..

A rock with ripples in it A rock that has more than one color

A rock that has cracks in it A rough rock that might have bumpy holes in it
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Printable Visual Schedule
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